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IN-PERSON TEAM BUILDING
EVENT

A CREATIVE CHALLENGE PERFECT FOR:
•Story telling
•Group interaction 
•Creative thinking

•Communication
•Fun
...and more!

"LEARN STOP FRAME ANIMATION WITH
AWARD WINNING CARTOONIST."



Have you ever secretly wanted to create your own animation but thought you don’t
have the ability or talent to create anything spectacular? 

Comedy writer Harry Venning, also National Strip-Cartoonist of the Year, who has
worked with the likes of The Guardian, The Times and Radio 4, will teach your team
with his humorous style, how to draw cartoons. He will then lead your team through
Animate - where the delegates work together to produce short animation clips. 

Teams receive a brief to create a specific, themed animation which requires working
collaboratively with other teams. Delegates will have to communicate effectively with
individuals in their own teams as well as with the other teams to ensure continuity
throughout the final video when all the animations are joined together. 

Alternatively, if you’d like a competitive event,  teams make an independent movie,
competing for the Oscar award. Imagination, communication,  planning and
coordination are essential to make any film great! 

It’s a blank canvas, how will you fill yours? 

Stop-frame animation with award winning cartoonist

Activity Description
ANIMATEANIMATE

Learning Outcomes Activity Type

Creative thinking
 Group interaction

 Time management

Innovative
 Technology

 Creative

Watch the trailer here

https://vimeo.com/257096752
https://vimeo.com/257096752


Professional presenter welcomes everyone to Animate and introduces our
award winning cartoonist to deliver a cartoon workshop to inspire everyone.
Teams receive a technical brief and familiarise themselves with the
technology.
Following their creative planning teams now engage in the main section of the
activity as they create own stop-go animated movie.             
All participants as we show the completed animations.

10 Mins

10 Mins

70 Mins

10 Mins 

Ideal team size is 6-8 people.

We would require 1 large room capable of accommodating the number of
delegates in cabaret style.

Ideal for 2 -3 hours

Timeline and Logistics
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Timeline based on a 2.5 hour event:

Logistical notes



Here’s what previous clients thought of Animate…

 

“Really pleased with how organised the team
from Blue Hat were on the day - they liaised
with the venue, brought and set up their own
equipment, and then delivered a fun and
engaging Animate activity. I didn't have to do
much other than enjoy watching the animations
at the end!” 

“the pre-event
communication was
great and on-site the
team were friendly and
helpful and fulfilled the
clients brief” 

“I can’t believe how quickly everyone was
engaged in the activity. The animations 
 were amazing. Superb experience.” 

“The Animations event was great success. It was
completely different to anything we have done
before, challenged people, drove teamwork and
creativity, which is exactly what we were hoping
for. People that were there are still talking about it.
Harry Venning and the team were great, so thank
you for making it so great.” 

Client Testimonials

Read more
reviews here

https://www.reviews.co.uk/company-reviews/store/bluehat-teambuilding

